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1 Order Management 

1.1 System overview 

Sales is a process in which production and operation of a business are turned into 

reality. It is the center of all business activities. Order Management is an important 

part of CRP that provides a complete process of sales, including order, dispatch and 

delivery. It supports sales business of general sales and allows a fine analysis of 

customer sales. 

1.1.1 Function overview 

Order Management mainly includes the following functions: 

Basic Data: Mainly including business process, item classification, item, 

warehouse, customer classification, and customer. 

Initialization: Parameter setting and initial input. 

Day-to-day Business: As for daily operation and management of sales business, 

the system supports sales orders, dispatch bills and sales delivery vouchers. 

Accounting Form Inquiry: Providing a variety of statistics, summaries, inquiries 

and analyses of sales data. 

1.2 Business application 

Order Management supports a business type: General sales. 

 General sales 

The general sales model supports the normal sales business and is suitable for the 

day-to-day sales of most enterprises. The user can configure the sales process in this 

system according to the actual business applications. General sales supports the 

following business processes: 

 Sales orderDelivery voucher 

 Sales orderDispatch billDelivery voucher  
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1.3 Business processing 

1.3.1 Sales order 

The Sales Order is the first step among the substantive functions of the sales 

management system. It is the document by which a business confirms what a 

customer is to purchase, and its main functions include: Obtaining order data from 

CASICloud, entering orders, modifying, deleting, auditing, inquiring and so on. 

 

Fig. 1-1 Add a sales order 

 

Fig. 1-2 List of sales orders 

1. Main steps to add a new sales order: Enter the customer -> enter the delivery 

date -> enter the item -> enter the auxiliary attributes -> enter the unit -> enter the 
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quantity -> enter the unit selling price -> warehouse -> save. 

2. Enter the customer name in the box following "Customer Name", and for 

existing customers, the system will automatically filter them out for choice or click on 

the filter page to select the customer; 

3. The "Delivery Date" option added to Sales Order allows to choose an 

estimated delivery date. 

4. Enter the item number, model or name in the blank fields under the "Item 

Name", and for those existing goods, the system will automatically filter them out for 

selection. 

5. If an "item" already exists in the system, its unit of measurement will 

automatically pop up and allow no modification. 

6. The fields for numbers and unit prices in the document will be processed 

according to the following circumstances: 

A． When a document is being edited, if an existing item is selected and the 

default quantity is 0, the unit price will automatically bring out the "Sales Quote" and 

permit manual modification; 

B． No negative number can be entered into the fields for quantity or unit price. 

7. Per the system default setting, the amount is automatically equal to the 

quantity multiplied by the unit price and the total amount is automatically equal to the 

sum of amounts; A revision of the amount will automatically set the unit price in 

reverse. 

8. If the "Enable Tax" option is enabled in the system parameters, there will 

appear tax rate, taxes, the total price including tax in the document interface. After 

items are selected, the "Tax Rate" pre-set in the system will pop up, and the tax and 

the total price including tax will be calculated on the basis of the amount. 

9. The Sales Order enables the function of document audit. When the document 

is saved, the "Audit" button will appear. 

10. After the sales order is audited, there will appear the "Generate Delivery 

Voucher" button. 
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1.3.2 Sales Delivery Voucher/Sales Return Voucher 

The sales delivery voucher is an indicator in the process of sales, which marks 

the transfer of the ownership of the goods. It is the bridge connecting the sales system 

to the inventory system. The sales return voucher is the document by which the 

customer is refunded/charged for return or replacement of goods after such goods are 

warehoused or delivered. The sales return voucher is likewise operated as the sales 

delivery voucher except that the quantity is entered as a negative number. 

 

Fig. 1-3 Add a sales delivery voucher 

1. Main steps to add a sales delivery voucher: Enter the customer -> enter the 

delivery date -> enter the item -> enter the auxiliary attributes -> enter the unit -> 

enter the quantity -> enter the unit selling price -> warehouse -> save. 

2. Enter the customer name in the box following "Customer Name", and for 

existing customers, the system will automatically filter them out for choice or click on 

the filter page to select the customer; 

3. Enter the item number, model or name in the blank fields under the "Item 

Name", and for those existing goods, the system will automatically filter them out for 

selection. 

4. If an "item" already exists in the system, its unit of measurement will 

automatically pop up and allow no modification. 

5. The fields for numbers and unit prices in the document will be processed 
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according to the following circumstances: 

A． When a document is being edited,  if an existing item is selected and the 

default quantity is 0, the unit price will automatically bring out the "Sales Quote" and 

allow manual modification; 

B． No negative number can be entered into the fields for quantity or unit price 

in the sales delivery voucher. 

C． No negative number can be entered into the field for unit price in the sales 

return voucher and the quantity can only be entered as a negative number. 

6. Per the system default setting, the amount is automatically equal to the 

quantity multiplied by the unit price and the total amount is automatically equal to the 

sum of amounts; A revision of the amount will automatically set the unit price in 

reverse. 

7. If the "Enable Tax" option is enabled in the system parameters, there will 

appear tax rate, taxes, and the total price including tax in the document interface. 

After items are selected, the "Tax Rate" pre-set in the system will pop up, and the tax 

and the total price including tax will be calculated on the basis of the amount. 

8. The Sales Delivery Voucher enables the function of document audit. When the 

document is saved, the "Audit" button will appear. 

1.3.3 Statistical Accounting Form - Order Execution Statistical Sheet 

The sales order execution statistical sheet is a statistical table of dispatches, 

deliveries and returns of goods based on details of each sales order. 
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Fig. 1-4 Sales Order Execution Statistical Sheet 

The total quantity delivered in the sales order execution statistical sheet is the 

quantity specified in the sales order. The stockout quantity is the sum of all the sales 

delivery vouchers that are generated in association with the sales order. The quantity 

not delivered is equal to the total deliverable quantity minus the stockout quantity(If 

there are deliveries in excess of orders, the quantity not delivered will be 0). The 

quantity returned, which is described as a negative number, is the sum of all the sales 

return vouchers that are generated in indirect association with the sales order. 

1.3.4 Statistical Accounting Form - Sales Summary Sheet (By Items) 

The sales summary sheet (by items) is a statistical summary that is made in 

accordance with inquiry conditions of items, and based on the detailed sheet of sales 

order. It directly reflects the sales of all items by an enterprise. 
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Fig.1-5 Sales Summary Sheet (By Items) 

The sales summary sheet (by items) displays items by attributes , including item 

code, item name, auxiliary attribute, model, unit of measurement, quantity, amount, 

tax and total price including tax. Of these, the item code, the item name, the auxiliary 

attribute, the model, and the unit of measurement come from the item record, while 

the quantity is the sum of all main quantities of the sales orders that include the item 

and the amount is the sum of all amounts in the sales orders that include the item. 

 The sales summary sheet (by items) supports the function of pass-through query, 

which allows the user to search for the detailed record of item sales by clicking at the 

View button. 

1.3.5 Statistical Accounting Form - Sales Summary Sheet (By 

Customers) 

The sales summary sheet (by customers) is a statistical summary that is made in 

accordance with inquiry conditions of customers and based on the detailed sheet of 

sales order. It directly reflects the sales to all customers by a business. 
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Fig.1-6 Sales Summary Sheet (By Customers) 

The sales summary sheet (by customers) displays the items by customer 

attributes, including customer, item code, item name, auxiliary attribute, model, unit 

of measurement, quantity, amount, tax and total price including tax. What the 

customer gets is the data of customer information in the order; The item code, the 

item name, the auxiliary attribute, the model, and the unit of measurement come from 

the item record, while the quantity is the sum of all main quantities of the sales orders 

that include the item and the amount is the sum of all amounts in the sales orders that 

include the item. 

The sales summary sheet (by customers) supports the function of pass-through 

query, which enables the search for the detailed record of item sales by clicking at the 

View button. 

1.3.6 Statistical Accounting Form - Sales Detailed Sheet 

The sales detailed sheet is a detailed record of all sales orders and can directly 

reflect sales in all latitudes. 
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Fig.1-7 Sales Summary Sheet (By Customers) 

The sales detailed sheet displays the information of the order by customer, item 

and salesperson attributes, including order date, order number, customer, item code, 

item name, auxiliary attribute, model, unit of measurement, quantity, amount, tax and 

total price including tax. The order date and the order number are taken from the sales 

order; What the customer gets is the data of customer information in the order; The 

item code, the item name, the auxiliary attribute, the model, and the unit of 

measurement come from the item record, while the quantity is the sum of all main 

quantities of the sales orders that include the item and the amount is the sum of all 

amounts in the sales orders that include the item. 

 

2 Inventory Management 

2.1 System overview 

The inventory management sub-system is an important part of CRP. It can 

provide timely and accurate inventory-related business information to ensure that the 

warehouse management data is accurate and reliable and offer necessary support to 

the enterprise's high-level decision-making. 
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2.1.1 Function overview 

Inventory Management mainly includes the following functions: 

Basic Data: Mainly including item classification, item, unit of measurement, 

auxiliary attribute, and warehouse. 

Initialization: Parameter setting and initial input. 

Day-to-day Business: The inventory management involves warehousing 

(including purchase warehousing, finished products warehousing and other 

warehousing) and delivery (including sales delivery, material delivery and other 

delivery). 

Accounting Form Inquiry: Providing a variety of statistics, summaries, inquiries 

and analyses of inventory data. 

2.2 Business application 

The Inventory Management enables purchase warehousing, sales delivery, 

finished products warehousing, material delivery, and other warehousing/delivery 

business. It can calculate the stock quantities of items in a real-time manner and 

allows to search accounting forms such as the item stock balance sheet, the inventory 

order summary sheet and the inventory order sheet. 

2.3 Business processing 

2.3.1 Other Warehousing/Delivery Vouchers 

Other warehousing vouchers refer to the warehousing documents incurred from 

other warehousing business except for purchase warehousing and finished products 

warehousing. It can include allocating and transferring warehousing materials across 

warehouses, inventory profit warehousing, assembly & disassemble warehousing, 

conversion warehousing, and scrap warehousing. 

Other delivery vouchers refer to the delivery documents incurred from other 

delivery business except for sales delivery and material delivery. It can include 

allocating and transferring delivery materials across warehouses, inventory loss 
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delivery, and conversion delivery. 

 

Fig. 2-1 Add another type of warehousing voucher 

1. Main steps to add a warehousing/delivery voucher: Enter the order date -> 

enter the item -> enter the auxiliary attributes -> enter the unit -> enter the quantity -> 

warehouse -> save. 

2. Enter the item number, model or name in the blank fields under the "Item 

Name", and for those existing goods, the system will automatically filter them out for 

selection. 

3. If an "item" exists in the system, its unit of measurement will automatically 

pop up and allow no modification. 

4. Other warehousing/delivery vouchers enable the function of document audit. 

When the document is saved, the "Audit" button will appear, and after the audit, the 

stock quantity of items will be updated. 

2.3.2 Finished Products Warehousing Voucher/Material Delivery 

Voucher 

For an industrial enterprise, the finished products warehousing voucher refers to a 

warehousing order made out when finished products are verified and warehoused. The 

finished products warehousing voucher is a main part of warehousing vouchers for 

industrial enterprises. It is used only in industrial enterprises. 
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The material delivery voucher is a delivery order made out by industrial 

enterprises in material requisition and product manufacturing. It is used only in 

industrial enterprises. If the inventory management system is integrated with CMES, 

the material delivery voucher can be automatically generated when a material 

requisition is audited. 

 

Fig. 2-2 Add a material delivery voucher 

1. Main steps to add a finished products warehousing voucher/material delivery 

voucher: Enter the order date -> enter the item -> enter the auxiliary attributes -> enter 

the unit -> enter the quantity -> warehouse -> save. 

2. Enter the item number, model or name in the blank fields under the "Item 

Name", and for those existing goods, the system will automatically filter them out for 

selection. 

3. If an "item" already exists in the system, its unit of measurement will 

automatically pop up and allow no modification. 

4. The finished products warehousing voucher/material delivery voucher enables 

the function of document audit. When the document is saved, the "Audit" button will 

appear, and after the audit, the stock quantity of items will be updated. 
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2.3.3 Statistical Accounting Form - Inventory Order Summary 

Sheet 

The inventory order summary sheet is mainly used to tabulate and search 

inventory orders in terms of warehouse and items. The tabulated orders include the 

purchase warehousing voucher, the sales delivery voucher, other delivery vouchers 

and so on. 

 

Fig. 2-3 Inventory Order Summary Sheet 

This accounting form supports double click at the detail row to search details of 

an inventory order. 

The inventory order summary sheet displays the summary information of 

inventory orders by warehouse and items, including item code, item name, auxiliary 

attribute, unit of measurement, and quantity. Of these, the item code, the item name, 

the auxiliary attribute, the model, and the unit of measurement come from the item 

record while the quantity is the sum of all main quantities of the inventory orders that 

include the item. 

2.3.4 Statistical Accounting Form - Inventory Order Detailed 

Sheet 

The inventory order detailed sheet is mainly used to tabulate and search 
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inventory orders in terms of warehouse and items. The types of orders that can be 

searched include purchase warehousing voucher, sales delivery voucher, other 

delivery vouchers and so on. 

 

Fig. 2-4 Inventory Order Detailed Sheet 

The inventory order detailed sheet displays the detailed information of inventory 

orders by warehouse and items, including warehousing and delivery voucher numbers, 

order date, warehouse, item code, item name, auxiliary attribute, unit of measurement, 

and quantity. Of these, the warehousing and delivery voucher numbers, order date and 

warehouse come from inventory orders; the item code, the item name, the auxiliary 

attribute, the model, and the unit of measurement come from the item record while the 

quantity is the auxiliary quantities of the item in the inventory orders. 

2.3.5 Statistical Accounting Form - Item Stock Balance Sheet 

The item stock balance sheet is mainly used to reflect the distribution of each 

item in each warehouse, that is, the balance of each item in each warehouse. 
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Fig. 2-5 Item Stock Balance Sheet 

The item stock balance sheet allows the search of the latest balance of each item 

in stock, and accesses to the actual inventory status and availability of items. The 

account of item balance can be searched by warehouse code, item code and so on. The 

item stock balance sheet includes warehouse, item code, item name, auxiliary attribute, 

unit of measure, and stock quantity. Of these, the item code, the item name, the 

auxiliary attribute, the model, and the unit of measurement come from the item record 

while the stock quantity is calculated in a real-time manner with an audit of inventory 

orders. 

3 Planning Management 

3.1 System overview 

Planning management is positioned as technical support for cloud manufacturing 

and intelligent manufacturing. It helps enterprises coordinate a number of upstream 

suppliers for dynamic organization and share resources and information in a targeted 

effort to carry out intelligent planning, production scheduling and flexible scheduling. 

Enterprises are drawn by wide use of planning management to virtualize and 

make their resources and capacities IoT-based. With professional units as basic units, 

the manufacturing resources of enterprises on the platform will be incorporated into 
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unified management to improve production capacity balancing and utilization ratio, 

and to provide suppliers and demanders in the industrial manufacturing sector with 

effective solutions to inadequacies of capacities and resources. 

3.1.1 Function overview 

Planning Management mainly includes the following functions: 

Limited Capacity Plan: The limited capacity is calculated on the basis of 

user-provided information related to BOM, professional capacity and distance 

between production centers. Production scheduling can be made forward and 

backward with production capacity, production time, production distance and costs 

taken into consideration. 

Production Planning Management: Maintain the enterprise's manual production 

tasks. 

Production Center Management: Maintain the enterprise's professional units in 

the same location. It can be equated with the branch-plant level of the enterprise. 

Distance Setting: Configure the time setting corresponding to the distance. 

Distance Setting — Within an Enterprise: Configure the distance between the 

production centers within the enterprise. 

Distance Setting — Across Enterprises: Configure the distance between the 

production centers across enterprises. 

Professional Capacity Inquiry: Inquire the professional capacities of platform 

access. 
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3.1.2 Operating process: 

First of all, carry out the maintenance of distance setting; 

Secondly, maintain the enterprise's production centers and add units of 

professional capacities; 

Finally, carry out operation of the limited capacity plan. 

3.2 Business application 

Planning Management supports: Manual maintenance of the plan and the limited 

capacity plan. 

 Production Planning Management 

The enterprise can create a plan manually based on actual needs. The plan can be 

used as the input for a workshop production plan or a limited capacity plan. 

 Limited Capacity Plan 

This function receives the "sales order" from the enterprise and the "production 

planning management" of this module, carries out scheduling and planning of the 

limited production capacity and generates the purchase plan, the self-made plan and 

the outsourcing plan. 
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3.3 Business processing 

3.3.1 Distance Setting 

Planning Management -> Distance Setting -> Add -> Maintain Cell Value and 

Description Information -> Save into Effect 

 

 

3.3.2 Maintenance of Production Center 

 

After saving, the production center can be edited and professional units under the 

production center can be added: 

Planning Management -> Production Center Management -> click on Production Center 

-> Modify: 

1) -> connected to mes -> maintain professional capacity information -> publish 

equipment in Equipment Information 

2) -> not connected to mes   -> maintain professional capacity information -> 
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maintain special capacity information 

 

After the maintenance of professional unit is completed, the user can click at the 

Equipment Information button to publish equipment 
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Note: The equipment shown in the above figure is maintained in the 

"Resource Management" -> "Equipment Ledger Management" in the cloud mes 

system, and at the same time mounted to the corresponding work center. 

 

Special capacity information can be maintained by clicking at the "Capacity 

Maintenance" button. 
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The professional units of equipment may be searched for detailed information 

after maintained. All lists presented by this function are open to all users. 

3.3.3 Professional Capacity Inquiry 

 

Click the professional unit name to view the detailed information of the professional unit: 

The professional unit not connected to mes is shown in the following figure: 
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The professional unit connected to mes is shown in the following figure: 
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An inquiry may be made through the map view mode 

 

3.3.4 Distance Setting — Within an Enterprise 

The entries presented by this function are automatically generated by the system 

according the quantity of production centers, including origin, destination, distance 

and time consumed. They can not be added and deleted, except for the distance and 
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the time consumed that are modifiable. 

Planning Management -> Distance Setting — Within an Enterprise  -> Maintain 

the Distance and  the Time Consumed in the cell -> Save. 

 

3.3.5 Distance Setting — Across Enterprises 

Planning Management -> Distance Setting — Across Enterprises -> Click to select the 

Origin (From) -> Click to select the Destination (To)-> The system automatically 

calculates the distance and time consumed, and then the user can edit it when 

necessary -> Save. 

 
 

 

3.3.6 Production Planning Management 
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3.3.7 Limited Capacity Plan 

The module carries out related operation of the limited capacity plan, including 

configuring constraint parameters, selecting order and enterprise, confirming 

inventory, production capacity and distance information, submitting calculations, 

viewing scheduling results, and issuing plans. 

Planning Management -> Unfinished Tasks -> Displays pending tasks in the production 

scheduling process 

 

1） Click , to open the page for creating a limited capacity task: 

 

Configure the production scheduling parameters and name, and then click the Next 
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button  

 

Click the "Terminate" button  to terminate this task. 

Click , to open New Production Schedule Order, and select the source type from the dropdown 

box. 

 

After selecting an order, the priority can be edited.  Click  to select the task. Multiple tasks 

can be selected. 
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Close the "New Production Schedule Order" page and click Next  

 

Click  to confirm the inventory utilization information 
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Click  to confirm the production capacity 

information 

 

 

Click  

 

Click , after confirming the information, click  to wait for the 

calculation to be completed , and then the result can be searched in the 

task center. 

 

 

When the demander needs cross-enterprise production scheduling, in the creation of scheduling 

tasks 
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After completing the information, click  

 

Then finish selecting the production order, click the next step 

 

Click to select an enterprise: 

 

Click  to finish selecting enterprises involved in production scheduling. 
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Click to select the professional capacity, you can put the selected professional capacities into 

the table below. 

 

Click to wait for the selected suppliers to complete the feedback. 
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The selected supplier logs on to "Pending Items" in the Homepage of the system. Click the tasks 

assigned: 

 

Confirm the production capacities involved in production, and after distance confirmation, 

 

Click to finish the capacity feedback. 
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The demander can view the feedback status of selected suppliers in the system now: 

 

Click to view detailed feedback 

 

Confirm the information, click to submit to the system for calculation. After the 

calculation is completed, click the button in the red box below to view the detailed plan results. 

 

 

2） Click  in the figure below to enter the operation page. 
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3） Click  in the figure below to display the flowchart and the process log. 

 

 

Operation of Finished Tasks: 

Planning Management -> Finished Tasks -> Displays pending tasks in the production 

scheduling process 

 

4） Click to show the result of production scheduling: Including tabulated information 

about the order plan, the item production plan, the purchase plan, suppliers, the 

professional unit plan, the production scheduling report, the self-made plan and the 

outsourcing plan 
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  Click "Chart" to view the Gantt Chart for this plan 

 

5） Click to show the plan result, purchase plan, self-made plan and outsourced plan: 

 

Click "Export"  to generate an Excel report. 

Click "Issue"  to issue the purchase plan to the purchasing management module 

and the production plan to the cloud mes production management module. 

Click "View Chart"  to display Gantt Chart and Column Chart: 

 

Click "View Production Scheduling Details" 
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to show the basic information of production 

scheduling: 

 

6）  Means unfinished schedule tasks but completed work item. 

7）  Means terminated schedule tasks. 

8）  Means a schedule task with something wrong on computing. 

4 Purchasing Management 

4.1 System overview 

Purchasing is an economic activity in which the material supply department of an 

enterprise, according to a determined plan, obtains various materials required for 

production and business operation through a variety of channels such as market 

purchase and customized processing. Purchasing Management is an important part of 

CRP. It provides a complete purchasing process covering planning, ordering and 

warehousing. 

4.1.1 Function overview 

Purchasing Management mainly includes the following functions: 

Basic Data: Mainly including items, warehouses and suppliers. 

Initialization: Parameter setting. 

Day-to-day Business: As for daily operation and management of purchasing 

business, the system supports purchase plan, purchase order, and purchase 

warehousing voucher. 

Accounting Form Inquiry: Providing a variety of statistics, summaries, inquiries 
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and analyses of purchase data. 

4.2 Business application 

 General Purchasing 

The general purchasing model supports the normal purchasing business and is 

suitable for the day-to-day purchasing business of most enterprises. General 

Purchasing supports the following business processes: 

 Purchase Order -> Purchase Warehousing Voucher 

 Purchase Order -> Delivery Note -> Purchase Warehousing Voucher 

4.3 Business processing 

4.3.1 Purchase Plan 

The purchase plan is formulated according to plans of the production department 

or other departments, including such to-do lists as purchasing materials, purchase 

quantity and demand date. 

 

Fig. 3-1 purchase plan 

1. Main steps to add a new purchase plan: Enter the item -> enter the auxiliary 

attributes -> enter the unit -> enter the quantity -> enter date of arrival -> save. 

2. Enter the item number, model or name in the blank fields under the "Item 

Name", and for those existing goods, the system automatically filter them out for 
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selection. 

3. The purchase plan enables the function of document audit. When the 

document is saved, the "Audit" button will appear. 

4. After the Purchase plan is audited, there will appear the "Generate Order" 

button. 

4.3.2 Purchase Order 

The purchase order is a purchase contract or sales agreement signed by and 

between the enterprise and the supplier. Its main contents include what goods are 

purchased in what quantity, who is the supplier, time for arrival of goods, arrival 

location, mode of transport, price, and shipping freight; A purchase order is the 

starting point for inventory in the purchasing business. 

 

Fig. 3-2 Purchase Order 

1. Main steps to add a new purchase order: Enter the supplier -> enter the order 

date -> enter the item -> enter the auxiliary attributes -> enter the unit -> enter the 

quantity -> enter the purchase unit price -> save. 

2. Enter the supplier name in the box following "Supplier Name", and for 

existing suppliers, the system will automatically filter them out for choice or click on 

the filter page to select the supplier; 

3. Enter the item number, model or name in the blank fields under the "Item 
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Name", and for those existing goods, the system will automatically filter them out for 

selection. 

4. If an "item" exists in the system, its unit of measurement will automatically 

pop up and allow no modification. 

5. The fields for numbers and unit prices in the document will be processed 

according to the following circumstances: 

A． When a document is being edited, if an existing item is selected and the 

default quantity is 0, the unit price will automatically bring out the "Purchase 

Reference Price" and allow manual modification; 

B． No negative number can be entered into the fields for quantity or unit price. 

6. Per the system default setting, the amount is automatically equal to the 

quantity multiplied by the unit price and the total amount is automatically equal to the 

sum of amounts; A revision of the amount will automatically set the unit price in 

reverse. 

7. If the "Enable Tax" option is enabled in the system parameters, there will 

appear tax rate, taxes, the total price including tax in the document interface. After 

items are selected, the "Tax Rate" pre-set in the system will pop up, and the tax and 

the total price including tax will be calculated on the basis of the amount. 

4.3.3 Purchase Warehousing Voucher/ Purchase Return Voucher 

The purchase warehousing voucher is a document made out on the basis of the 

actual quantity of goods received from purchase orders. It falls into two types based 

on whether goods are taken into or out of the warehouse: Purchase warehousing 

voucher, purchase return voucher. 
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Fig. 3-3 Purchase Warehousing Voucher 

1. Main steps to add a purchase warehousing voucher / purchase return voucher: 

Enter the supplier -> enter the order date -> enter the item -> enter the auxiliary 

attributes -> enter the unit -> enter the quantity -> enter the purchase unit price -> 

warehouse -> save. 

2. Enter the supplier name in the box following "Supplier Name", and for 

existing suppliers, the system will automatically filter them out for choice or click on 

the filter page to select the supplier; 

3. Enter the item number, model or name in the blank fields under the "Item 

Name", and for those existing goods, the system automatically filter them out for 

selection. 

4. If an "item" exists in the system, its unit of measurement will automatically 

pop up and permit no modification. 

5. The fields for numbers and unit prices in the document will be processed 

according to the following circumstances: 

A． When a document is being edited, if an existing item is selected and the 

default quantity is 0, the unit price will automatically bring out the "Sales Quote" and 

allow manual modification; 

B． No negative number can be entered into the fields for quantity or unit price 

in the purchase warehousing voucher. 
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C． No negative number can be entered into the field for unit price in the 

purchase return voucher and the quantity can only be entered as a negative number. 

6. Per the system default setting, the amount is automatically equal to the 

quantity multiplied by the unit price and the total amount is automatically equal to the 

sum of amounts; A revision of the amount will automatically set the unit price in 

reverse. 

7. If the "Enable Tax" option is enabled in the system parameters, there will 

appear tax rate, taxes, the total price including tax in the document interface. After 

items are selected, the "Tax Rate" pre-set in the system will pop up, and the tax and 

the total price including tax will be calculated on the basis of the amount. 

8. The purchase warehousing voucher and the purchase return voucher enable a 

function of document audit. When the document is saved, the "Audit" button will 

appear. 

4.3.4 Statistical Accounting Form – Purchase Order Execution 

Statistical Sheet 

The purchase order execution statistical sheet is a statistical table of arrival, 

warehousing and return of goods based on details of each purchase order. 

 

Fig. 3-4 Purchase Order Execution Statistical Sheet 

The total quantity warehoused in the purchase order execution statistical sheet is the quantity 
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specified in the purchase order. The quantity warehoused is the sum of all the purchase 

warehousing vouchers that are generated in association with the purchase order. The quantity not 

warehoused is equal to the total warehousable quantity minus the quantity warehoused(If there is 

warehousing in excess of orders, the quantity not warehoused will be 0). The quantity returned, 

which is described as a negative number, is the sum of all the purchase return vouchers that are 

generated in indirect association with the purchase order. 

4.3.5 Statistical Accounting Form  – Purchase Summary Sheet 

The purchase summary sheet is a statistical summary that is made in accordance 

with inquiry conditions of items and suppliers and based on the detailed sheet of 

purchase order. It can directly reflect the purchased items from all suppliers by an 

enterprise. 

 

Fig. 3- 5 Purchase Summary Sheet 

 The purchase summary sheet displays information by items and suppliers, and 

supports a function of pass-through query, which enables the search for the detailed 

record of purchase by clicking at the View button. 

4.3.6 Statistical Accounting Form - Purchase Detailed Sheet 

The purchase detailed sheet is a detailed record of all purchase orders and can 

directly reflect purchases in all latitudes. 
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Fig. 3-6 Purchase Detailed Sheet 

The purchase detailed sheet displays the information of the order by supplier and 

item attributes, including, order date, order number, supplier, item code, item name, 

auxiliary attribute, model, unit of measurement, quantity, amount, tax and total price 

including tax. The order date and the order number are taken from the purchase order; 

The item code, the item name, the auxiliary attribute, the model, and the unit of 

measurement come from the item record, while the quantity is the sum of all main 

quantities of the purchase orders that include the item and the amount is the sum of all 

amounts in the purchase orders that include the item. 


